Comparison of methods for estimating earth resistivity from airborne electromagnetic measurements
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Abstract

Earth resistivity estimates from frequency domain airborne electromagnetic data can vary over more than two orders of magnitude depending on the half-space estimation method used. Lookup tables are fast methods for estimating half-space resistivities, and can be based on in-phase and quadrature measurements for a specified frequency, or on quadrature and sensor height. Inverse methods are slower, but allow sensor height to be incorporated more directly. Extreme topographic relief can affect estimates from each of the methods, particularly if the portion of the line over the topographic feature is not at a constant height above ground level. Quadrature–sensor height lookup table estimates are generally too low over narrow valleys. The other methods are also affected, but behave less predictably. Over very good conductors, quadrature–sensor height tables can yield resistivity estimates that are too high. In-phase–quadrature tables and inverse methods yield resistivity estimates that are too high when the earth has high magnetic susceptibility, whereas quadrature–sensor height methods are unaffected. However, it is possible to incorporate magnetic susceptibility into the in-phase–quadrature lookup table. In-phase–quadrature lookup tables can give different results according to whether the tables are ordered according to the in-phase component or the quadrature component. The rules for handling negative in-phase measurements are particularly critical. Although resistivity maps produced from the different methods tend to be similar, details can vary considerably, calling into question the ability to make detailed interpretations based on half-space models. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Numerous case studies attest to the fact that airborne electromagnetic (AEM) systems have reached a level of sensitivity such that they are no longer simply anomaly finders in the search for massive sulfide ores, but can be reliably used for earth resistivity mapping (Palacky, 1986). AEM resistivity mapping can thus serve as a major component in a wide variety of geological, engineering, and hydrological investigations. Making a resistivity map from airborne data requires careful data collection and painstaking data processing, but the reward is a map that can be quantitatively connected to rock properties, and that has the effect of sensor height removed, unlike maps showing in-phase or quadrature measurements. It is thus fair to ask to what degree
resistivity estimates obtained from AEM data can be trusted.

A variety of methods exist for estimating earth resistivity from frequency domain AEM measurements, but a commonly used subset of methods are those based on a conductive half-space model. Typically, for a specific frequency, the in-phase (IP) and quadrature (Q) components and the EM sensor height are used to estimate the earth’s resistivity below the sensor. In this paper, three different methods are compared: two use precomputed lookup tables, the third uses linearized, iterative inversion. Methods for AEM interpretation based on neural networks hold promise (Ahl et al., 1999), but are still very much topics of active research and are not considered further in this paper.

A lookup table that uses IP and Q component data is simply a digitized version of a phasor diagram, an example of which is shown in Fig. 1. The success of the IP–Q phasor diagram rests on the fact that for a given IP and Q measurement at a particular frequency and transmitter–receiver coil separation, there exists exactly one half-space resistivity and sensor height that fits the measurement. Conversion of the phasor diagram to a lookup table is not a particularly difficult task, but some details are worth mentioning and will be discussed in Section 3.

It is not uncommon for airborne systems to have problems with the in-phase component. The IP component is susceptible to aircraft-generated noise, and over magnetically susceptible rocks the magnitude of the IP can be substantially decreased (Ward, 1961;
Fraser, 1981). In situations where the reliability of IP data is questionable, the half-space resistivity can be estimated using lookup tables created from the $Q$ component and the measured sensor height ($H$). However, the $Q-H$ method for resistivity estimation suffers from the problem of non-uniqueness. Fig. 2 shows a plot of EM response as a function of conductivity for a horizontal coplanar system operating at 4287 Hz with a 6.5-m transmitter–receiver coil spacing, denoted System A in further discussion. There are two half-space conductivities that can produce a given $Q$ response. Fortunately, for the parameters used by most AEM systems, the peak of the $Q$ curve, marked ‘Cutoff’ in Fig. 2, occurs at a high conductivity, in this particular case at 300 mS/m (3.33 $\Omega$ m). For resistivity mapping, the low conductivity solution is usually preferred. When constructing $Q-H$ lookup tables, all conductivities to the right of the peak are excised, forcing the solution to be unique, but skewed to lower conductivities.

In comparison with lookup tables, linearized least-squares inversion is much more computationally intensive. Whereas earth resistivity estimates for a moderate size survey of a few thousand line-kilometers can be processed in a few minutes using a lookup table, inverse methods can take hours. Many types of inversion schemes require an initial estimate of ground conductivity, and solutions can sometimes be dependent on this initial estimate. However, linearized inversion possesses some advantages over lookup tables. The IP and $Q$ components can be given different weightings in a Marquardt-type inversion scheme (Menke, 1984). Low quality data can thus be given a lower weight rather than being discarded completely. This is also possible in principle with IP–$Q$ lookup tables, but is usually not done. Inversion schemes use sensor height data more directly than IP–$Q$ lookup tables, and it is easy to incorporate resistivity and sensor height bounds into inversion algorithms, thus giving a measure of control over the range of possible solutions.

These three methods for estimating earth resistivity are different enough from one another that it should not be surprising if they produce somewhat different estimates. Each method has its own strong and weak points. By better understanding these strengths and weaknesses, the processor of AEM data can better match the method to the circum-

![Fig. 2. In-phase and quadrature response as a function of conductivity.](image-url)
stances of a given survey, and the interpreter of the data can better judge which anomalies are real and which are artifacts of a particular estimation scheme.

2. EM response of a homogeneous half-space

For a loop–loop EM system consisting of horizontal coplanar coils separated by a distance \( r \), the mutual impedance ratio \( Z/Z_0 \) is given by

\[
\frac{Z}{Z_0} = 1 + B^3 T_0
\]

where \( B = r/\delta \). For a system having angular frequency \( \omega \), the skin depth \( \delta \) of a uniform earth of conductivity \( \sigma \) and free-space magnetic permeability \( \mu_0 \) and is equal to \( \sqrt{2/\omega \mu_0 \sigma} \). \( Z_0 \) is the impedance of the system as measured in free-space. The integral \( T_0 \) takes the form

\[
T_0 = \int_0^\infty R(x) x^2 \exp(-Ax) J_0(Bx) \, dx
\]

where \( A = 2h/\delta \). \( J_0 \) is the Bessel function of order zero and \( h \) is the EM receiver height above ground level. \( R(x) \) is a transfer function having the form \( R(x) = (x - U)/(x + U) \) where \( U = \sqrt{x^2 + j2} \) with \( j = \sqrt{-1} \). The mutual impedance ratio \( Z/Z_0 \) is a complex number whose real part represents the in-phase response of the system and whose imaginary component is the quadrature response. Eq. (1) is used to generate lookup tables and also in the forward computations used in half-space inversion algorithms. For multiple layer earth models, recursion formulae can be found in Wait (1982). Beard and Nyquist (1998) give formulae for one- and two-layered magnetic earth models (\( \mu \geq \mu_0 \)).

3. Construction of lookup tables

Lookup tables can be constructed from phasor diagrams for a variety of simple models—spheres, horizontal thin sheets, or half-spaces. In this paper, only the conductive half-space model is considered. Lookup table parameters can also vary (Telford et al., 1990, chapter 7), but in this paper are confined to two commonly used combinations: quadrature and in-phase (\( Q-H \)) or quadrature and sensor height (\( Q-H \)). Also note, a \( Q-\text{IP} \) table is ordered by increasing quadrature and an \( \text{IP}-Q \) table is ordered by increasing in-phase response. The \( Q-H \) method is doubly ordered, initially by increasing sensor height, then for a given sensor height, by decreasing quadrature response.

3.1. \( Q-\text{IP} \) lookup tables

A phasor diagram consists of a set of non-intersecting curves plotted as a function of in-phase and quadrature response. As is shown in Fig. 1, each curve corresponds to a unique half-space resistivity and is constructed by computing the IP and \( Q \) responses as a function of system height above the surface of the half-space. A second set of non-intersecting curves cross the resistivity curves and represent the sensor height. The interpreter selects a \( Q-\text{IP} \) pair from the data set and finds the corresponding resistivity and height by interpolating between curves. This method is good for checking a few points, but whole data sets require the process to be computerized.

Whereas the \( Q-\text{IP} \) phasor diagram is a continuum, a lookup table has necessarily to be discretized. Rules have to be formulated so that if a particular measured \( Q-\text{IP} \) pair is not found precisely in the table, a reasonable resistivity can still be selected. To create the \( Q-\text{IP} \) table, responses were generated from a single frequency over sensor heights ranging from 10 to 400 m above ground level, and over a resistivity range of 1–40000 \( \Omega \) m. Quasi-logarithmic sampling was used for both sensor height and resistivity. The table was then ordered from low to high quadrature response, retaining enough decimal places that none of the quadrature values repeated. This determined the order of the in-phase component, the sensor height and the half-space resistivity. Given a measured pair of in-phase and quadrature values, \( \text{IP}_M \) and \( Q_M \), the program searches for \( Q^* \), the first \( Q \) in the table greater than \( Q_M \). Upon finding \( Q^* \), the program searches a specified range of \( \text{IP} \), \( Q \) pairs centered on \( Q^* \), choosing the pair that minimizes

\[
(\text{IP} - \text{IP}_M)^2 + (Q - Q_M)^2.
\]

This choice then determines the sensor height \( H \) and the ground resistivity \( \rho^* \). Numerical tests
showed that so long as negative IP responses were handled by setting $IP_M$ equal to zero in Eq. (4), a more accurate resistivity estimate could usually be achieved by multiplying the $Q$–IP lookup table resistivity $\rho^*$ by the square root of the ratio of the response amplitudes. Thus,

$$\rho = \sqrt{(IP_L^2 + Q_L^2)/(IP_M^2 + Q_M^2)} \rho^*$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

where the subscript $L$ implies lookup table values and $M$ implies measured values. Eq. (4) was used rather than interpolation between adjacent resistivity entries in the lookup table because in the $Q$–IP lookup table adjacent resistivities may vary widely. Adjacent entries in the table may have similar $Q$ and IP values, but these may be computed at very different sensor heights, and therefore are produced by dissimilar earth resistivities. On the other hand, this is not a problem with the $Q$–H lookup table described in Section 3.2, and interpolation can be used successfully in this kind of lookup table.

The sampling interval of the lookup table is important. A table with 10 resistivity entries per decade can be expected to give better results than a table with only two entries per decade. Shown in Fig. 3 are resistivity and sensor height estimates for two different half-space models, a 146-Ω m earth and a 507-Ω m earth. These numbers have been chosen so that the lookup table will not contain the exact value, as it might in the case of a 100-Ω m earth. The lookup tables were constructed for a 4287-Hz horizontal coplanar loop system having a loop separation of 6.5 m (System A) using 2, 3, 5, and 10 resistivities per decade. The 10 per decade table yields very close estimates for both sensor height and resistivity for the 146-Ω m earth, but for the 507-Ω m earth, the two per decade table gives the closest estimate. This happens because the 2 per decade table had a sample point for a 30-m sensor height and a 500-Ωm earth, very near the true sensor height and resistivity. This of course is an exception. Over a wide range of resistivities, the 10 per decade table should be expected to give better estimates.

![Fig. 3. Effect of lookup table resistivity density (number of sample resistivities per decade) on accuracy of $Q$–IP lookup table solutions for two different half-space models.](image)
The IP component is often the most problematic in a survey, being more affected by the aircraft and by magnetic susceptibility variations. Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of IP discrepancies on the final estimated resistivity and sensor height. In this case, a 997-Ωm earth was sampled at a 30.5-m sensor height for system A. This yields an IP response of 5.7 ppm and a $Q$ response of 29.4 ppm. Leaving the $Q$ response at 29.4 ppm, the IP component was varied from its true value and the resistivity and sensor height was estimated for the incorrect IP and correct $Q$. IP responses lower than about 4 ppm resulted in a resistivity estimate of about 2000 Ω m, and a too low sensor height estimate. As the IP increases, the estimated resistivity decreases and the sensor height estimate increases in steps. Accurate measurement of in-phase and quadrature response and careful leveling are thus essential to obtaining accurate resistivity estimates.

The $Q$–IP lookup table described above is ordered according to ascending $Q$ values. It is reasonable to ask if the same results are obtained if the table is organized according to ascending IP. As is shown in this article, if appropriate rules for handling negative IP measurements are developed, maps made from either method are similar, though not exact, and if negative IP is handled poorly, very inaccurate $IP$–$Q$ estimates can result.

### 3.2. $Q$–$H$ lookup tables

Construction of a lookup table based on quadrature and sensor height is straightforward. For a part-
ticular sensor height, the quadrature response is computed for a wide range of resistivities. The table is doubly ordered, first according to increasing sensor height, then for a given sensor height, according to decreasing quadrature response. Given a measured sensor height and quadrature response, a search is performed to find the nearest tabulated sensor height. Then, a search is conducted over the tabulated quadrature responses at this height to find the responses $Q_i$ and $Q_{i+1}$ (and associated resistivities $\rho_i$ and $\rho_{i+1}$) that bracket the measured response $Q_M$. An interpolation is then performed to get the estimated resistivity $\rho$:

$$\rho = \rho_i + (\rho_{i+1} - \rho_i) \times (Q_i - Q_M)/(Q_i - Q_{i+1}).$$

(5)

The success of this method requires that low resistivities beyond the cutoff resistivity (see Fig. 2) have been excised from the table; otherwise the solution would be non-unique. It is also dependent on the accuracy of the measured sensor height. Fig. 5 illustrates what can happen to the half-space resistivity estimate if the measured sensor height is in error. The response of System A was computed for a sensor height of 32.6 m and half-space resistivities of 38 and 861 $\Omega$ m. The diamonds show how resistivity estimates change if the measured sensor height is inaccurate. Measured sensor heights that are lower than the true value lead to resistivity estimates that are too high; those higher than the true height result in resistivity estimates that are too low. The variation in estimate for the high resistivity model is fairly regular. The unusual behavior in the low resistivity model estimates beyond sensor heights of about 40 m occurs because the cutoff resistivity has been reached for that particular height. No lower estimates

Fig. 5. Effect of incorrectly measured sensor height on $Q$–$H$ lookup table resistivity estimates for two different half-space models.
are possible. Furthermore, the cutoff resistivity is progressively higher for increasing sensor heights, thus the upward stairstep pattern as sensor height increases.

4. Marquardt–Levenburg inversion

The earth’s resistivity can be estimated from a single frequency of AEM data by using damped, iterative least-squares inversion. In this study, the Marquardt–Levenburg method (Marquardt, 1963; Press et al., 1992) is used, an approach that is relatively fast and robust for the modest sized matrices encountered in computing resistivity from a single AEM frequency. In this case, the inverse problem is even determined, having only two data values—the in-phase and quadrature components at a single position and frequency—and two unknowns, the half-space resistivity and the sensor height. Both unknowns can be constrained to lie within specified limits. Although the sensor height is actually a measured quantity, it can be in error in areas of rugged terrain or in densely vegetated regions. Even in areas where the sensor height is trusted, additional geophysical information, e.g. overburden thickness, can often be obtained by leaving it as an inversion parameter (Hogg and Boustead, 1990).

In this study a two-point data vector \( d \), consisting of the in-phase and quadrature measurements at a single frequency computed from the half-space model described above, are non-linearly related to the model’s parameter vector \( m \) (the half-space resistivity and sensor height). The Marquardt–Levenburg method assumes a linear relationship exists over a small neighborhood of solution space and relates \( d \) and \( m \) by the matrix equation

\[
\begin{align*}
d &= A m \\
\end{align*}
\]

where \( A \) is a \( 2 \times 2 \) matrix whose elements \( A_{ij} \) take the form \( \delta d_i/\delta m_j \). Eq. (6) can be solved iteratively by choosing an initial parameter estimate \( m_0 \) then computing a change \( \delta m \) in the parameter vector that serves to reduce the difference between the computed data vector and the observed data \( d_{\text{obs}} \) in a least-squares sense. \( \delta m \) can then be obtained from a regularized solution of Eq. (6):

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta m &= (A^T A + \lambda^2 I)^{-1} A^T (d_{\text{obs}} - d) \\
\end{align*}
\]

In Eq. (7), the term \( \lambda^2 I \) represents a weighting matrix necessary for solution stability. \( \lambda \) is called the damping factor and helps control how rapidly a solution changes from one iteration to the next. For a particular iteration \( i \), the improved solution is \( m_{i+1} = m_i + \delta m \). The updated solution is inserted into Eq. (6) and the iterative process continues until \( d_{\text{obs}} - d \) becomes sufficiently small or until a predetermined number of iterations has been exceeded.

5. Comparisons using real and synthetic data

In this section, the different solutions described above are compared using both real and synthetic data. First, layered earth synthetic models and 3-D synthetics are examined, then estimates from real data are considered.

5.1. Two-layer earth models

The in-phase and quadrature components are unique only for a homogeneous half-space. For even a two-layer earth model, solutions are non-unique (Frischknecht et al., 1991). The response of System A at a sensor height of 30.5 m was computed for the three different two-layer earth models described in Fig. 6. The resistivity was then estimated using a \( Q-IP \) lookup table, a \( Q-H \) lookup table, and two variants of least-squares inversion. In the inversion denoted as Inv1 in Fig. 6, the sensor height was held fixed at its measured value and only the resistivity was inverted for, and in the second method (Inv2), both the sensor height and resistivity were allowed to vary up to 100% of the measured sensor height. In the case of a conductive layer overlying a more resistive half-space, the resistivities from the different methods are more scattered than for the case of a resistive layer on top of a conductive half-space. If in the latter case the top layer is somewhat magnetic as well, the in-phase response is decreased in this case by 18 ppm. Resistivity estimation methods that use
the IP component without taking into account magnetic susceptibility are thus likely to estimate the earth resistivity higher than in the non-magnetic case. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the $Q$–IP lookup method and both inversion methods predicted higher resistivities over the magnetic earth than over the same two-layer non-magnetic earth. The $Q$–$H$ method gave the same estimate in both cases because the $Q$ component is unchanged by increased magnetic susceptibility.

5.2. Topographic effects

The effects of topography on dipole source EM ground surveys have been documented (Mitsuhata, 2000), and it is reasonable to expect topographic effects to show up in airborne EM surveys as well. Flying draped surveys, where the sensor maintains a constant height above ground level, can be expected to reduce topographic effects in AEM surveys, but in rugged terrain draping can be difficult to achieve. In particular, draping may be dangerous or impossible over narrow valleys. To examine the effects of a valley on resistivity estimation schemes, the response of a long narrow valley cut into an otherwise homogeneous 523-Ω half-space (Fig. 7a) was modeled using EMIGMA 3-D electromagnetic modeling software. The valley is 10-km long, 1-km wide, and 100-m deep. Outside the valley, the sensor height is 42.8 m above ground level. The sensor does not dip down over the valley, but maintains a level flight path, so that over the valley floor it is at a height of 142.8 m. Shown in Fig. 7b are the measured sensor height and the in-phase and quadrature responses for this model. A homogeneous 523-Ω earth produces an in-phase response of 10.5 ppm and a quadrature response of 32 ppm in System A at a height of 42.8 m. At 142.8 m, the flat earth IP and $Q$ responses
drops to 3 and 4 ppm, respectively. Over the valley, the IP and $Q$ responses decrease, but do not fall to the levels of a flat earth because the earth material outside the valleys keeps the response somewhat elevated.

Shown in Fig. 7c are curves representing the estimated half-space resistivities from the three different methods described above. The most striking result is that of the $Q-H$ estimation method. The valley appears as a conductive feature of about 80 $\Omega$.

Fig. 7. Synthetic 3D valley model. (a) Valley cross-section and sensor path. (b) Measured parameters. (c) Estimated resistivities from three different methods.
m, considerably smaller than the true 523-Ω m resistivity. This occurs because the quadrature response remains well above the 4 ppm level of a 523-Ω m flat earth at a 142.8-m sensor height. The measured sensor height is considered accurate and is unchanged in the $Q-H$ lookup method, so the elevated quadrature response results in a resistivity estimate that is too low. The $Q-\text{IP}$ lookup method and the inversion method yield estimates over the valley that are somewhat higher than the 523-Ω m level. The $Q-\text{IP}$ lookup method as used here first found the quadrature value in the table that was closest to the measured value, then searched a range of quadrature and in-phase values near that point that gave the closest fit in a least-squares sense. No consideration is given to sensor height in this algorithm. Over the center of the valley, the resistivity estimate is about 1000 Ω m, making the valley appear more resistive than the true value. The best fitting solution in the table was a 1000-Ω m earth with a sensor height of 30 m. Because the inverse method also uses a least-squares criterion, it yielded results similar, but not identical to the $Q-\text{IP}$ lookup method because in the inverse method the sensor height is allowed to vary as an inversion parameter over a limited range, and because the solution space is continuous, rather than discrete as in a lookup table. The estimated sensor height from the inversion algorithm was allowed to vary no more than 100% of the measured sensor height. The inversion results shown in Fig. 7c have been smoothed. Three-dimensional effects from the valley walls caused very high and low spikes in the inverse solution. However, these same points usually show high root-mean-square (RMS) error, and so can be identified as poor estimates. RMS error is not generally computed in lookup table solutions, so identification of poor estimates is more qualitative. Although in this instance the inverse method produced a modest resistivity high over the valley, this should not be generalized.
Inversion results can vary depending on the initial guess and on 3-D effects from local geology and topography.

An examination of real data confirms the results obtained from the synthetic valley model. Shown in Fig. 8a is a topographic cross-section along a 2-km portion of a flight line over volcanic extrusives in the Oslo igneous province. Near the center of the profile is a steep-sided valley about 60-m deep and 200-m wide. The narrowness of the valley prevented the helicopter from draping the EM sensor over the valley, but instead flew directly over it, as can be seen by the increased measured sensor height over the valley in Fig. 8b. The valley is floor is a basaltic...
unit that is not expected to be greatly different in electrical properties from the lava flows occurring on either side, but a small stream flows along the valley floor that could conceivably produce a decrease in resistivity. A slight drop in the quadrature component takes place over the valley whereas the in-phase is only slightly changed. In Fig. 8c, the $Q-H$ lookup table estimate shows a decrease in resistivity over the valley. The $Q-IP$ lookup method shows no change over the valley. Inversion results show a small resistivity low over the valley.

To ask which of the three curves in Figs. 7c or 8c is correct is probably an ill-posed question. Each method tries to fit the response due to 3-D geology and topography to an earth model that is altogether too simple—a homogeneous, flat earth. Each method finds a solution according to different rules and so we get three different curves. The good news is that over the 2-km length of the flight line, the curves show general agreement in terms of locations of resistivity highs and lows. An exception occurs at $x = 800$ m where the $Q-IP$ method produces a pronounced resistivity low and the other two methods do not.

5.3. Resistivity estimates over very good conductors

Another situation in which the $Q-H$ method can be expected to give quite different results in comparison with the other methods is when a flight line passes over a very good conductor. As can be seen in Fig. 1, for very high conductivities the quadrature component is small and the in-phase large. Because the $Q-H$ method uses only quadrature information skewed to low conductivities, highly conductive structures can be missed with this method. Shown in Fig. 9a is an 8-km segment of a flight line in the Oslo graben. It shows three strong in-phase responses from System A at about $x = 1000$, 2500 and 3000 m. The first two in-phase peaks show hardly any change in the quadrature component. Five different methods were used to estimate half-space resis-


5.4. Plan view maps

Given the difference in results obtained along the single line in Section 5.3, I decided to examine several lines of data and make plan view conductivity maps from the different methods. Fig. 10a–c shows maps of in-phase response, quadrature response, and measured sensor height over lava flows in an area of the Oslo igneous province known as Krokskogen (Larsen, 1978). The lava flows form several nearly flat lying layers, broken by normal faults that trend roughly NNW–SSE. Magnetite is present in varying amounts throughout the lava flows (Everdingen, 1960), suppressing the in-phase response and sometimes forcing it to be negative. The IP and $Q$ data in Fig. 10 have had instrument drift removed through the use of periodic high altitude excursions of the helicopter to determine the instrument’s zero level, but no filters have been used to remove small line-to-line errors that still remain. The data show generally higher IP and $Q$ responses in
the west (left side) than in the east. A zone of high IP and \( Q \) responses occurs in the center of the area and trends to the SW corner of the area.

Fig. 11 shows six different conductivity estimates: two from least-squares inversion and four from various forms of lookup tables. The color bars for each figure are different in order to emphasize conductivity pattern similarities and differences, rather than absolute conductivity values. Fig. 11a and b shows estimates from inversion. The same algorithm was used for both inversions, but in Fig. 11b the initial damping factor was smaller and the bounds on the permitted sensor height variation were larger, allowing a wider range of possible solutions. In Fig. 11a, the estimated sensor height was allowed to vary only 20% from the measured value, whereas in Fig. 11b it could vary by 100%. The conductivity estimates are quite similar in the two figures, but one small area shows a major difference. The good conductor marked ‘X’ in Fig. 11a appears as a resistive anomaly in Fig. 11b. Can both these solutions fit the data equally well? At location X, the in-phase component measures 31 ppm, the quadrature component 21 ppm, and the sensor height is 56 m. The inverse solution at point X in Fig. 11a is a 46-\( \Omega \) m earth with a sensor height of 46 m. The inverse solution in Fig. 11b is a 7000-\( \Omega \) m earth with a sensor height of 5.6 m. Given that the data are of good quality, there are at least two possible causes for the extremely low estimated sensor height of 5.6 m: a magnetic earth or 3-D effects. In this case, it is probably a combination of both; solutions in the vicinity of X exhibit high RMS error in both inversions.

Fig. 11c shows conductivity estimates from the \( Q-\text{IP} \) lookup table method. The pattern is similar to that of the inversion estimates. The main difference is that the low conductivity zone that appears in the center right side of the inversion figures is not
Fig. 10. AEM data over Krokskogen lava flows. Shading is at a 45° sun inclination from the northeast for this and following figures. North is at the top of the figure. (a) In-phase component. (b) Quadrature component. (c) Measured sensor height above ground level.

The conductivity pattern from the $Q$–$H$ lookup table, shown in Fig. 11d, more closely mimics the quadrature response pattern than does the other methods. The line denoted ‘E’ in Fig. 10b appears to contain some residual level error in the quadrature component and this error is carried over to the conductivity estimate more than in the estimates of the other methods.

Fig. 11e shows results from a lookup table that is ordered according to ascending IP values (IP–$Q$), but without the correction applied in Eq. (4). The results are almost identical to the results from the commercial IP–$Q$ lookup table, shown in Fig. 11f, and are very similar to the $Q$–IP results. The commercial algorithm is not described in the company’s documentation, but converts the in-phase and quadrature responses in a more complicated manner than my algorithm, and stores resistivities as log values (H. Wang, personal communication). Evidently, a straightforward approach works as well as more
Fig. 11. Earth conductivity estimates of Krokskogen AEM data. (a) Inversion with small allowable sensor height bounds. (b) Inversion using less restrictive sensor height bounds. (c) $Q$–IP lookup table. (d) $Q$–$H$ lookup table. (e) $IP$–$Q$ lookup table without Eq. (4) correction. (f) Commercial IP–$Q$ lookup table.
complicated schemes, though the latter may have advantages in terms of speed and storage. Furthermore, the commercial IP–Q algorithm does not return estimates when either the in-phase or the quadrature response is negative. Over rocks that are fairly resistive or magnetic, even carefully leveled data can have many negative values, and the inability to return a value can mean that large swaths may have no conductivity estimate at all. Zones with no returned conductivity estimates were interpolated using a linear interpolator. This effect is manifest by linear low conductivity stripes on the right side of Fig. 11f. These stripes are also apparent in the IP–Q results in Fig. 11e because the rule governing negative IP values for this algorithm requires that that the maximum lookup table resistivity is returned.

The conductivity estimate shown in Fig. 10e did not use the empirical correction given in Eq. (4). With the correction applied, the conductivity pattern, shown in Fig. 12, differs considerably with those in Fig. 11a–f. The conductivity estimates in the east are considerably higher than the other estimates and the

![Fig. 12. Erroneous earth conductivity estimates of Krokskogen AEM data using IP–Q lookup table with Eq. (4).](image)

![Fig. 13. Estimates of Krokskogen AEM data using a magnetic earth IP–Q lookup table. (a) Conductivity estimate. (b) Magnetic susceptibility estimate.](image)
The high conductivity zones in the east are a result of negative in-phase responses in this area combined with moderate quadrature responses. The IP–Q table finds in-phase components that yield high resistivities, but the normalization applied via Eq. (4) lowers the estimated resistivities and yields erroneous results. The same problem does not occur if the table is ordered according to the Q response. If the Q–IP table is used, as in Fig. 11c, the search first finds the moderate (and positive) Q response, then searches a range of values in the vicinity, arriving at an appropriately high resistivity even with the application of Eq. (4). In the more rare event of a negative Q, the search begins with the lowest positive Q values at the start of the table, and a high resistivity is returned.

Field studies by Beard et al. (1997) and Beard and Elvebakk (1999) on the Krokskogen lava flows show considerable variability in magnetic susceptibility. Susceptibilities range from nearly zero to 0.05 SI units with a median susceptibility of about 0.01 SI units. A susceptibility of 0.01 SI units is sufficient to reduce the IP component of System A by about 12 ppm at a 30-m sensor height. Over a sufficiently resistive magnetic earth, the reduced IP component will be negative. Negative values can be seen in the IP response on the east (right) side of the area in Fig. 10a. By using a forward half-space solution that includes non-zero magnetic susceptibility, it is possible to generate a single Q–IP lookup table that accounts for variations in magnetic susceptibility as well as resistivity (Huang and Fraser, 2000). As with the Q–IP lookup table for a non-magnetic earth, the table is ordered according to increasing Q response. However, the six different magnetic susceptibilities will make a table six times larger than the non-magnetic equivalent, and therefore reduce the speed of the lookup procedure, but even so it will only require a few minutes or tens of minutes to process an entire survey. When the closest fitting Q–IP pair is found for a particular measurement, the table returns not just resistivity and sensor height estimates, but magnetic susceptibility also. Shown in Fig. 13a is the conductivity estimate based on a magnetic earth Q–IP lookup table. The six susceptibilities used in the table ranged from 0.0 to 0.1 SI units, covering the observed range of values in the Krokskogen area. The conductivity pattern is similar to that of the non-magnetic equivalent (Fig. 11c) with some minor but potentially important differences. The conductive feature on the center right of Fig. 11c is absent in Fig. 13a, and Fig. 13a has more conductive areas in the top right quadrant than does Fig. 11a.

The magnetic susceptibility estimated from the lookup table is shown in Fig. 13b. This figure shows a band of high magnetic susceptibility on the east (right) side of the area trending roughly northwest to southeast. The direction is consistent with dominant structural features in the area, and the susceptibility increase from west to east is consistent with both ground susceptibility measurements and aeromagnetic measurements (Beard and Rønning, 1997).

6. Discussion and conclusions

The earth is inherently three-dimensional, full of faults and folds, irregular boundaries, magnetic layers, and anisotropic zones. It is a little surprising when methods that use a single frequency of AEM data and approximate the 3-D earth as a flat, non-magnetic, electrically homogeneous half-space work as well as they do. Yet, as numerous case studies have shown, resistivity and conductivity maps made using the half-space approximation consistently image good conductors, faults, fractures, and geological boundaries, and have proved extremely valuable in solving geological problems. However, based on the preceding examples, it is clear that maps based on the half-space approximation have the potential to be over-interpreted. Although the same general conductivity pattern is shown in the maps in Fig. 11a–e, details vary significantly. Extreme topography has an effect on all the methods, but the Q–H method appears more susceptible to topographic variation than either the Q–IP method or least-squares inversion. In particular, narrow valleys may appear as conductive zones on Q–H produced maps. Very good conductors may produce a weak quadrature response, making them almost undetectable on Q–H method resistivity maps. However, the IP–Q method appears to give reasonably high conductivity estimates over high conductivity structures.
Table 1
Characteristics of resistivity estimation methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Inv</th>
<th>Q–IP</th>
<th>Q–H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method yields reasonable resistivity estimates over very good conductors.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic rocks or soils do not affect resistivity estimates.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method is unaffected by strong topographic relief.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method yields smooth resistivity estimates along a line.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of solutions is easily constrained.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method yields information helpful in identifying 3D effects.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method is unaffected by negative or poorly leveled in-phase component.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method allows estimate to depth of conductor beneath resistive overburden.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to process a typical survey is a few minutes.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 = usually true; 2 = sometimes true; 1 = usually false.

An earth having high magnetic susceptibility can result in lookup table or inversion estimates, usually causing resistivity estimate to be too high. However, as was shown in Fig. 13, it is possible to incorporate magnetic susceptibility into a lookup table and get reasonable results.

Earth resistivity has been the principal focus of this paper; however, the use of sensor height estimates as an interpretive tool can be important in some situations. If the geology is such that bedrock is overlain by relatively resistive overburden, the sensor height estimate $H_{est}$ will be greater than the measured sensor height $H$. Thus, the difference in the two quantities yields an estimate of the thickness of the resistive overburden. This can be done using least-squares inversion or the IP–Q lookup method, but is not possible with the Q–H lookup method because in this case the sensor height is considered exact. Typically, $H_{est}$ will be larger than $H$; however, over an earth having moderate-to-high magnetic susceptibility, $H_{est}$ can be less than $H$ (Beard and Nyquist, 1998).

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the half-space approximation methods. The statements in the table have been worded in such a way that ‘3’ is the desired designation and ‘1’ the poorest. If the columns are summed, there is not much difference between the three methods. In fact, of the three methods described, there is not really a ‘best’ one. For a given survey, the method that will work best depends on the answer to a number of questions. Are the in-phase measurements reliable? Does prior knowledge about the survey area help to constrain the subset of possible solutions? Is the rock or soil magnetic? The answers to these and other questions help to determine the best method to use.
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